The Master's program is aimed at training highly professional economists, financial analysts, consultants, financial management specialists who possess the methodology and tools of corporate finance management, financial analysis, financial and tax planning to work at enterprises of industrial complexes, as well as at training specialists who are able to form a financial strategy and tactics of their behavior in the market in the context of global transformation of financial markets and innovative economy.

Prerequisites:
- Bachelor's degree / specialist (a copy of your diplomas from previous university studies and transcripts of completed courses and grades)
- results of the entrance test
- a motivation letter and letters of recommendation may also be required

Qualification: Master's degree in Economics

Skills/ objectives:
- Solving problems of improving resource efficiency in the context of digitalization
- Solving problems of optimizing the use of financial instruments
- Solving problems of innovative forms for financial and cash flow management, including the use of new forms and electronic payments
- Analysis, financial and tax planning of enterprises' activities
- Project management and project development under uncertainty
- Development of forecasts, socio-economic indicators for enterprises' activity and financial strategy of their behavior in various markets

Program length: 2 years
Starting date: September, 1st
Language of instruction: Russian
Tuition fee per year: 160,316 rubles (~2 128 USD)
Program Leaders: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Svetlana GLOBA

Contacts:
E-mail: SGloba@sfu-kras.ru
Phone: +7 (391) 2-497-258
Address: 28, Ac. Kirensky str., Room B124, 660074 Krasnoyarsk, Russia
Master's Degree Program

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES

CURRICULUM

- Modern economic concepts and theories
- Methodology of scientific research in economics
- English for Business
- Modern econometric methods
- Financial legislation
- Economics and Business Management: Digital Transformation
- Financial risks
- Investment strategy of the company
- Anti-crisis strategies
- Regulation and supervision of enterprises' activities
- Modern methods of accounting and taxation
- Financial planning and forecasting
- Pricing and estimated rationing
- Economics of sustainable development
- Effective budgeting technologies
- Financial control and audit
- Insurance
- International Financial Reporting Standards
- Modern technologies of financial management
- Contracts and tenders
- Financial analysis
- Sustainable development of the enterprise
- Business valuation and managing enterprise expenses
- Innovation engineering
- Financial Engineering
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